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How many of us have played with racetracks like children and vowed we'd get one when we grow up? Learn about models like Jaguars and Lancia Stratos, and see how NASCAR and champ cars work. Advertising Advertising race car images of Goran Bogicevic of Fotolia.com Race Car comes in
different types---, but each focuses on specially designed race cars competing against each other in different scenarios. Car races around since 1895 and has become one of the most popular sports in the world. Made in Maranello, Italy---ferrari is one of the most popular race cars in existence. The
Scuderia Ferrari team is a popular entrant in the Formula One world. In 1993, German race car driver Michael Schumacher drove a Ferrari 412T---mothering the Formula One---working Ferrari championship to one of the most successful brands in racing. The company also built cars for other race cars,
such as the A1 Grand Prix series, from 2008 to 2009. They also released the 599 GTB Fiorano and F430 GT, driven on the GT racing series during other Grand Prix events. Many successful racing cars were built by Porsche. He produced the legendary Porsche 917, which won two consecutive
championships at Le Mans in the 1970 and 1971 Games. The Porsche 917 also won the World Racing Series championship, scoring 8 of 10 championships. The Formula One race is regarded as the highest form of motor racing sanctioned by the Federation Internationale de l'Automobile. In the 2006
season, the maximum speed of Formula One cars is just over 300 km/h. As part of the ---NASCAR, like the Sprint Cup series and the Daytona 5000, are the most popular types of racing. Racing cars used in NASCAR races have a maximum capacity of about 830 BHP at 9,000rpm, with a peak point of
520 pounds per foot. They are strictly limited in respect of permissible parts, materials, sizes, minimum scales of components and other parts. NASCAR racing is typically 300 to 500 miles long and engine life for cars ranges to 800 miles. Cars used in Formula One races are single riders, typically having
2.4L custom V8s. Ignition and fuel systems are managed by a systematic, computerized digital engine control system. At a minimum weight of 95 kilograms, these cars produce peak power of about 755 BHP at more than 19,000rpm and a peak point of 214 pounds per foot. Each Formula One race car
has far fewer restrictions compared to NASCAR. You spend an awful lot of time in your car every day, especially if you have a long itinerary - so why settle for what you're given when you can make it better on the cheap? Here are 10 ways to do just that.10 Remember where you parkedFinding your car in
the grocery store may not be that hard, but when you're in structure or huge stadium parking, all get harder. Of course you always just snap a photo of your section in the lot, but you can also use apps like Park Me Right or Valet that offer a ton of extra smart parking features. If all else fails, however, you
can always make ol' go through a lot of pressing the panic button. Don't forget to amplify the remote control signal with your head while you're doing it. Parking during a holiday rush is never a pleasant experience. But are you stuck circling Read more9. Break into it when you lose your keysConstandally
locking yourself in the car? You may be able to turn off automatic locks with these codes, but if not, it's time to get your hands dirty. Each car is slightly different, and the newer the car, the harder it is to unlock without a key, but that doesn't mean you can't try it. Try opening it with a door stop and metal
rod, or --- if you don't have access to these shoelace things, which can also work. Hell, we've even seen people unlock a tennis ball car (Update: A number of you have pointed out that the myth of a tennis ball has been debunked). Remember that your mileage can change, and goes without saying, but
use these powers for good—not evil. G/O Media can get a $10 fee from your first bag of coffee Cheat cheat codes not just for cruising past bosses in video games; There are cheat codes for many ... Read on8. Avoid traffic tickets using TechnologySure, you can always try to beat a speeding ticket to your
good looks and charm, but this is the new millennium – you have technology on your side. This amazing GPS hack will let you know when the camera's red light is in front and a few voice recognition features can keep you from getting a ticket to touch your phone while driving. We've even heard of
instances where GPS apps have helped someone fight a ticket, so never underestimate the tools at your disposal. Photo by Scott Davidson.I've got about thirty speeding tickets in my short life, but I have zero tickets on my record.... Read on.7 Saving money on your next car (and your switch)It's all nice if
you already have a car, but what about when the time comes to buy a new one? They may not be DIY hacks in the harshest sense, but we would remiss not to mention ways to save money on a new trip. The biggest advice we can give is: gigs. Cars are one of the best elements you have to absolutely
negotiate, and it also doesn't take much effort – two simple bits of research can save you hundreds. You can also knock down the price by avoiding these extra fees and, if you feel a little evil, winding up sellers. Not on the market for a new car? Well, at least you can save money on your road. Photo by
Joe (Shutterstock). If you don't like bargaining or even spend a lot of time researching, you can still save... Read on.6 Blow heat (and cold)Nothing is worse than opening your car just to find out it in the oven. On these hot summer days, cool down your car quickly with this crazy Japanese door trick (shown
above). Opening windows crack can also help, and while you're on it, turn the steering wheel 180 degrees when you park, so the top doesn't burn hot when you come back. It's summer, and if you live anywhere the sun shines, science dictates that it gets stupid hot... Read alsoThon winter comes together,
you have a completely new set of problems. If you park in front of the East, the sun can help unthrooze your windshield, but if that's not an option, a few household items will get this block of ice open. If your doors are often frozen, you can prevent ice from forming using a little kitchen spray, and if the
locks are a problem, you can deprecate your lock with some hand sanitation. It's winter for most in the United States and if you're leaving you'll get pleasure from... Read on5. Upgrading your car's equipment, inside and outJust, because you're not a mechanic doesn't mean you can't squeeze a little extra
performance out of your car. We've shared a ton of DIY updates you can do, from better tyres to better trim to small things like a USB socket, a $3 auxiliary connector or automatic lights in your glove box and footshoe. Just remember, though: some updates are more useful than others, and some are best
left to professionals. Photo Hemi Truck Club.Whether you bought a new car yesterday or you drive together in a decade-old junkie, your vehicle read more4. Protect it from damageThe wrong with anything like that drowning feeling when you get into an accident or scrape off the side of a pole, so do your
best to protect your car from damage. Using the correct positioning mirrors can go a long way, but there are a few other DIY tricks you can try to keep everything intact. If you're prone to scraping your car in the garage, park it perfectly every time with a tennis ball and protect your doors with poolside
noodles. If you're worried about other cars, you can try installing some DIY lights that turn on when you open the door, too. Many accidents could have been avoided if everyone had their own side of the car and rearview mirrors positioned... Read on3. Keep it Clean DIY WayThis is extremely easy to
clean and deploy your own car, even if you don't have professional class cleaners lying around. In fact, you can clean almost your entire car with nothing but shampoo, baking soda and water, with a little nail polish remover to get that juice (or seltzer water for bird poop). Toothpaste will work on some of
these scratches and foggy headlights, but if there's one tool every car detailer should have in its arsenal, it's a blade Take one of these suckers to your windshield or windows (not the car body!) and you can get almost any of them. Photo by Eduardo Sciammarella.With winter out of the way for half a world
e you consider getting all that winter... Read on2. Repair and maintenance of your car without mechanicsThonly goes along with #4 and #7 on this list a bit. When it comes time to repair your car or perform some maintenance, chances are you can save quite a bit of money by doing it yourself. Yes, some
things should be left to professionals, but you'd be surprised by what someone with no prior knowledge can do. From replacing drive belts, batteries and brake pads to fixing dents using a plunger (or glue gun), there's a lot you can do yourself. If you need to resort to mechanics though, make sure you find
a good AutoMD is a handy webapp that has a repositorial of text, photo and video DIY repair guide, helps ... Read on1. Integrate your gadgetsLots new cars have full-fledged computers inside them, ready to wait for every fad, but if you have a slightly older model, you can still integrate your favorite
gadgets without too much work. If you want to go simple, you can mount your phone or tablet in your car with just a few simple items, or do a little extra work and actually build a dock on the dashboard (for your phone, tablet or even iPod nano). Want more than that? You can also add Bluetooth and
inductive charging to your car, drive it with your voice and even remotely launch your car with a text message. Just make sure you keep this mess of technology and cables organized. Photo: DaLee_pl. Reader Ryan Mottau built this amazing DIY smartphone car fastener using our favorite DIY wonder
tool,... Read more
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